
 Your Cosmic 
Fashion Style

 Discover how to become your most alluring and stylish self
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Have you ever wondered why you’re more drawn to one fashion 
style, color or print design than another? I find it fascinating how 
astrology is connected to our fashion choices.

The signs of the zodiac can reveal your true fashion sense.  Your 
Sun sign is the essence of who you are, it describes your basic 
nature and the image you project to the world. Your ascendant, 
also known as your rising sign, is how you portray yourself to the 
world, the impression you give off when people first meet you. 
Your rising sign has a profound influence on your personal style. 
(If you know your rising sign be sure to read that fashion tip. If you don’t know it, 
there's a table on the last page that will give you an approximate idea.)

  Discover how to become your most alluring and stylish self by 
following these astrological fashion tips.

Discover your Cosmic 
Fashion Style
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There’s nothing subtle about you. Your bold, con�dent personality commands attention, and so does your 
wardrobe. You’re an independent woman who exudes sass and style and doesn’t like to be ignored. You have 
a competitive nature, a bit of a temper yet you are lots of fun.  

You love fashion basics from a power suit to an athleisure look and know how to pair them in a the most fashion 
forward way. Your style is all about being streamlined and sleek. Simplicity is key for you and you’re a master at 
transitioning from a classic day look to night out cool. 

Comfort, versatility and uncomplicated pieces are the clothes for you. Be daring and make a creative fashion 
statement with go-to pieces that are all about the mix and match. Go for bold out�t choices, like wearing your 
leggings with a sequin sweater. Include a pop of sizzling hues of red and orange in your out�ts and your set to 
wow the world. 

Aries
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You are the ultimate earth mother, in touch with your strength and vulnerability. You know what you want and 
you’re not aggressive about getting it. Sensuous and caring you’re a bit of a down home gal. 

Always fashion-forward, you love to make a statement with your daily styling. You have con�dence and you 
know how to stand out wearing bold pieces. 

Wearing �orals with a touch of a vintage look can be fun for you. Your colors are greens and pinks which are 
reminiscent of springtime. You not afraid to be stylish and stand out from the crowd. You’re a fan of form and 
function and go for comfortable, chic clothing. Pair your favorite jeans with the coolest sneakers out there. Don’t 
worry your style will never seem contrived. 

Taurus
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E xuberant, changeable and a little bit �ckle. Bright and insightful your sharp wit presents a mental challenge 
for others. You can be moody but that won’t last long. There’s a bit of the gypsy about you. Your curiosity knows 
no bounds and you are at your best being spontaneous, exploring your city or traveling the world.
 

Wear bright, vibrant colors like yellow to enhance your mental powers. Unexpected abstract prints can keep 
you in a great mood. You have a unique and unconventional fashion �air and love take fashion risks, so switch 
it up! 

Wear pieces that turn heads and have people asking “What are you wearing and where did you get it?” You 
never wear the same thing twice. Reach for streamlined staples. You don’t want to be stuck in a signature style 
because there is no pinning you down. Find an inspiration and go for it. Style your out�ts by mixing di�erent prints 
and colors together.

Gemini
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Your charm is subtle but deeply felt. There’s a sense of mystery about you combined with a certain resilience. 
Sensitive, dreamy and easily hurt, you hide your vulnerability beneath a hard exterior. You are exceptional at 
creating a romantic vibe. 

You’re attracted to comfortable clothes and you’re not afraid to spend your money on gorgeous high-end athleisure 
wear. Dressing up and keeping it poised and polished is your style. 

Develop a look that is elevated, elegant and classic but never stu�y. Ruled by the moon, wear iridescent colors 
like silver, so� gray, white, and cream that re�ect your re�ned and unusual taste. 

Gravitate toward a feminine look for a night out. Flowing fabrics suit you best. Trends are fun and playing with 
clothes is your favorite past time. Look for bright, light patterns. Perfect the layered look. It can take you from a 
casual day style to street style cool.

Cancer
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You’re a colorful woman and may even be a bit of an exhibitionist. Your role in life is to shine. Audacious and 
athletic, you go for your goals while still managing to remain feminine. 

You’re a fashion risk taker and enjoy wearing exotic apparel and metallic hues which show o� your brand of 
�amboyant excitement. You like your out�ts to do the talking when you walk into a room. Trust your gut when 
getting dressed.

Try wearing vibrant hues and wild patterns. Glistening, warm, shades of golden colors and burnt orange are 
your colors. You’re not someone who needs to wear the latest trend. You can rock sexy dresses so keep your style 
loud and proud. Leo rules big cats and that includes their patterns, so slink into animal skin and add a hint of the 
feline to your out�t.

Leo
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C lassy and self-contained, you take exquisitely good care of yourself. Your greatest appeal is your shining 
intelligence, legendary wit and independence. Fitness and cleanliness add to your allure. 

Your style is functional and lady like and never over the top. Classic tailored pieces with a grown-up casual style 
are your look. Gravitate toward beautiful pieces that have a hint of sexiness to them.  A �irty look is just right for 
you as well as vintage pieces mixed in with classics. 

Classic, earthy tones like olive green, tans, ochre and caramel keep you grounded and focused and simple 
prints are for you. You can carry small, delicate prints like no other sign. Pinstripes, polka dots, paisley – you name 
it, you can pull it o� with style. You are a bit of a fashion chameleon! 

Virgo
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Your cool exterior hides a passionate soul. You’re gorgeous and know how to use your feminine charms. You 
make an art form of being a woman and know how to make others feel more attractive. 

You appreciate sensual, elegant, timeless pieces that have a modern twist. You’re skilled at dressing to enhance 
your assets like wearing elegant silk chi�on, feminine prints. Pastel shades like baby blue and pink, pale aqua, 
pistachio, lavender and peach are your colors and bring balance and a bit of sweetness for that touch of 
understated sexiness. 

Elegant and calming prints appeal to you. Reach for so� �orals and abstract shapes. Go for lush fabrics and styles 
that can easily take you from day to night. You are the master of mixing it up, wearing something feminine and 
playful one day and structured and edgy the next.

Libra
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Passionate, intense, smoldering and secretive, you’ve got true sex appeal. You are the femme fatale, a 
mysterious, seductive woman who is constantly reinventing herself. You love to keep things fresh and interesting. 
Your so� exterior and inner toughness are a dynamite combination, and you’re o�en drawn to the mystical dark 
side.

 
Subtle prints and deep, rich, intense and exciting colors, like black, crimson, maroon, burgundy and dark teal 

represent your depth and strength. Sensual, sheer, luxurious fabrics are just right for you. 

Skip the trendy and put together a stylish uniform that is polished to perfection, your signature out�t. Shop for 
high quality basics. When you love an item you’ll want it in every color. Make sure your closet has something 
sexy for a last minute date and stay away from overly feminine pieces, they don’t �t your work hard - play hard 
lifestyle.  Add a splash of mystery to your wardrobe with edgy accessories.

Scorpio
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You’re a daring and fun-loving woman who exudes an outdoorsy “Let’s go!” attitude. You’re always ready 
with a laugh and a funny story. Constantly changing and evolving you have very spirited opinions. Studying a 
subject that stimulates your higher mind excites you. You love nature and traveling turns you on. 

Purple is your color along with plum and dark blue tones. Wearing it enhances awareness, enlightenment and 
brings out your natural luck. Daring looks that hint of femininity are right for you. You love a polished look (but not 
sti�) and you’re not afraid to pair bold, bright colors together with great style.  

There is nothing too wild for you and you never met a print you didn’t like. Have fun layering on the colors and 
prints. Since you excel in physical pursuits and have boundless energy, athleisure is your look. Try pairing a sheer 
skirt and blouse over a great trendy pair of athleisure leggings for a refreshing mix of feminine and funky.

Sagittarius
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You have an earthiness about you that is also a very sexy trait. There’s a no-nonsense, levelheaded quality 
about you that others �nd irresistible. You know how to make your way in the world, and keep on working toward 
self-mastery. You are actually someone who gets better with age. 

Strong colors like black, dark brown and charcoal grey tones enhance your no-nonsense approach to fashion. 
You wear classic elegance very well and love getting dressed up as long as it’s comfortable. Wearing a simple 
sophisticated look with an unexpected twist is a styling trick to use which will enhance your classic pieces. Leather 
and silks are the right fabrics for you - go for quality cra�smanship. 

You are not the �imsy dress type and you never want to look over the top. Invest in some stylish out�ts, maybe 
even a great vintage score from your local thri� store or your grandmother’s closet.  Shop for a basics wardrobe 
that helps you be prepared for anything that comes your way.

Capricorn
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Brilliant and unique, you are light years ahead of the rest of us mere mortals. Your bright, quirky mind and 
innovative ideas make you fun to be around, and you’re always up for trying new things. You have a live-and-
let-live attitude that’s refreshing. 

You’re cutting edge style and love of putting together unusual out�ts to wear is unique. Your originality is a real 
turn-on. Hunt out and buy pieces that aren’t like anything you’ve seen before. 

You’ll love wearing modern, edgy, experimental styles in bright colors like cobalt blue and fuchsia, to encourage 
your brilliant ideas and restless energy. You’re trendy, unusual, rebellious and di�erent. Show o� your intense 
personality and wear vibrant prints and bold colors. 

Be creative, unique and never dress for other people. Wear what makes you happy. Keep your style current with 
bold colors and patterns for a modern, colorful and exciting look.  

Aquarius
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Your seeming fragility and dreamy demeanor draws people in. Your ability to �ow with circumstances is an 
added plus. There is a mystical quality about you and with your loving kindness and lusty romantic charms, you 
can get away with just about anything. 

You’re quite talented, a free spirit possessing a whimsical fashion �air. You exhibit your style and taste with a 
subtle sexiness. Gem tone colors turn you on. Indigo, blue and the colors of the sea like sea foam green bring 
about healing and inspiration for you. Wear the latest �owy looks. They will soon become your most comfortable 
favorites. 

  
You love to wear art as well as create art with your wardrobe. Boho-chic, so�, easy, �owing pieces are just right 

for you. As the artists of the zodiac unrestrictive, e�ortless clothes like ca�ans, maxi dresses and luxe lounging 
pajamas are your inspiration! 

Pisces
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Rising Sign Calculation Chart

ARI=Aries, TAU=Taurus, GEM=Gemini, CAN=Cancer, LEO=Leo, VIR=Virgo, LIB=Libra, 
SCO=Scorpio, SAG=Sagittarius, CAP=Capricorn, AQU=Aquarius, PIS=Pisces




